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Abstract

In this paper, we report details of our computational study of two shock wave
physics experiments performed on the Sandia Z machine in 1998. The novelty
of these particular experiments is that they represent the first successful appli-
cation of VISAR interferometry to diagnose shock waves generated in experi-
mental payloads by the primary X-ray pulse of the machine. We use the Sandia
shock-wave physics code ALEGRA to perform the simulations reported in this
study. Our simulations are found to be in fair agreement with the time-resolved
VISAR experimental data. However, there are also interesting and important
discrepancies. We speculate as to future use of time-resolved shock wave data
to diagnose details of the Z machine X-ray pulse in the future.
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Figure 1.   Photo of a typical wire array fielded on the Z machine.
Figure 2.   Schematic of secondary hohlraums which are used to drive shock EOS

experiments on the Z machine. The primary hohlraum is approaximately 1
in length.

Figure 3.   Schematic of EOS payloads for secondary hohlraum driven EOS experim
on the Z machine.

Figure 4.   Schematic of payload for shots Z189 and Z190. The schematic is not to s
The payload is not axisymmetric with respect to the axis of the secondary
hohraum. Viewed axially, its cross section is that of a 0.6 cm by 0.4 cm
rectangle. The alignment is such that the A sample depth is closest to the s
side of the secondary hohlraum.

Figure 5.   Smoothed drive overlaid with raw data for Z189.
Figure 6.   Smoothed drive overlaid with raw data for Z190.
Figure 7.   Extrapolated drive below 30 eV for Z189 and Z190.
Figure 8.   Visar data for Z189 and Z190.
Figure 9.   Illustration of meshing used in our calculations (not to scale).
Figure 10. Ablation velocities of selected mass elements for Z189.
Figure 11.  A t-x diagram for Z189. Motion prior to the arrival of the main shock appe

to a depth of around 100 microns. The VISAR data collection depths are sho
Figure 12. Radiation temperature histories.
Figure 13. Radiation temperature vs depth at peak drive time of 13.0 ns.
Figure 14. Time histories of pressure as a function of inital depth in the sample.
Figure 15. Pressures at diagnostic locations for Z189A and Z189B.
Figure 16. Particle velocity attenuation for Z189.
Figure 17. Computed particle velocity histories at the A and B locations for Z189.
Figure 18.  Comparison of computed and measured particle velocity histories at Z18

The particle velocity non-peak error bars are smaller than the size of the
symbols used for the experimental data.

Figure 19. Comparison of computed and measured particle velocity histories at Z189
Figure 20. Ablation velocities of selected mass elements for Z190.
Figure 21. An x-t diagram for Z190. Motion prior to the arrival of the main shock appe

to a depth of around 100 microns.
Figure 22. Radiation temperature histories.
Figure 23. Radiation temperature vs depth at peak drive time of 15.0 ns.
Figure 24. Time histories of pressure as a function of inital depth in the sample.
Figure 25. Pressures at diagnostic locations for Z189A and Z189B.
Figure 26. Particle velocity attenuation for Z190.
Figure 27. Computed particle velocity histories at the A and B locations for Z190.
Figure 28.  Comparison of computed and measured particle velocity histories at Z19

The non-peak particle velocity error bars are smaller than the size of the
symbols used for the experimental data.

Figure 29.  Comparison of computed and measured particle velocity histories at Z19
The peak velocity error bar is off the scale of the plot.

Figure 30. 18 versus 36 energy groups for Z189A. Triangles denote 36 groups.
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Figure 31. 18 versus 36 energy groups for Z189B. Triangles denote 36 groups.
Figure 32. Comparison of calculations with for Z189A. Triangles correspond to ; cros

correspond to .
Figure 33. Comparison of calculations with for Z189B. Triangles correspond to ; cros

correspond to .
Figure 34. Baseline versus finer meshing for Z189A. Triangles are the finer meshed

calculation.
Figure 35. Baseline versus finer meshing for Z189B. Triangles are the finer meshed

calculation.
Figure 36. Z189A versus Z190A. Triangles are the ALEGRA calculation correspondin

Z190.
Figure 37. Z189B versus Z190B. Triangles are the ALEGRA calculation correspondin

Z190.
Figure 38. Baseline versus and 18 eV extrapolation for Z189A. Triangles correspond t

18 eV extrapolation in the drive.
Figure 39. Baseline versus and 18 eV extrapolation for Z189B. Triangles correspond t

18 eV extrapolation in the drive.
Figure 40.  Possible hohlraum geometries of interest for EOS experiments.
Figure 39.  Calculated two-dimensional pressure histories for shot Z189.  The indica

positions are the Lagrangian distances from the original front surface, and
multiple curves are for positions across the finite lateral dimension of the se
infinite slab.

Figure 39.  Calculated two-dimensional velocity histories for shot Z189 for Lagrangia
points 154 and 308 (m from the original front surface. The multiple curves
for different positions across the finite lateral dimension of the semi-infinite
slab.
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Table 1. Timing and particle velocity errors associated with Z189 and Z190.
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Executive Summary

This report discusses a computational study of two shock wave experiments, Z18
Z190, performed on the Sandia Z Machine early in 1998. The Sandia shock wave ph
code ALEGRA is used to perform the analysis. As such, these experiments provide a
opportunity to perform some validation of the radiation physics packages in ALEGR

In these experiments, a so-called "secondary" gold hohlraum was attached to the pr
hohlraum typically utilized in Z machine drive experiments. The secondary holhra
provided a radiative drive, estimated to peak at an effective black body temperature o
order of 80 eV. Each secondary hohlraum had an experimental package consisting
aluminum sample instrumented to gather VISAR time-resolved shock wave profile da
two different sample depths in the aluminum. The detailed geometry and dimension
provided in the body of the report, as well as a a discussion of the radiative drive. Fair
large error bars in temperature (perhaps 10 or 20 percent) are believed to be associat
the time-dependent black body temperature of the drive, with these error bars increas
size below apparent temperatures of approximately 30 eV.

A detailed discussion of the calculations is presented. The calculations performed
report used the SPARTAN SPN package of Morel and Hall, which was implemented
ALEGRA. The calculations are effectively one-dimensional. This restriction on
analysis is compatible with the goals of the experimental program, which were to gen
useful uniaxial strain conditions in the samples that are typical of what is require
perform accurate equation of state and constitutive characterization experiments.

A careful comparison of calculations and experimental data is provided. The ge
conclusion of this analysis is that our calculations are in reasonable agreement with th
and their error bars, but the agreement is not excellent. While the calculations tend
(barely in some cases) within the error bars on the shock wave data, the error
themselves are larger than desirable for precise equation of state work, for exampl
used the occasion of this work to perform some sensitivity studies, in which we varie
treatment of the radiation energy group structure, the order of the SPN treatment, the
resolution of the mesh, and the radiative drive itself.

We discovered that, by far, the most important sensitivity in this computational analys
radiative drive variability. Since very accurate determination of the time-depen
radiative drive in experiments like Z1899 and Z190 is still a goal of the Sandia Z prog
these sensitivities suggest that we are currently limited in our ability to use th
experiments fully for use in validating the radiation-hydrodynamics in ALEGR
Nonetheless, these initial studies are quite encouraging, especially in our capabil
perform such time-resolved shock diagnostics in the Z machine environment.
reasonable agreement that we have achieved suggests that these experiments sh
used in the future for further studies as the ALEGRA radiation-hydrodynamics capabi
expand.
xi
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Analysis of Z Pinch Shock Wave
Experiments

1. Introduction

The Z machine at Sandia National Laboratories utilizes fast Z pinches to provide lar
amounts of near Planckian soft x-ray energy for varied purposes [1]. In this paper, we
discuss one of them - the generation of ablative shock waves for high pressure equat
state (EOS) studies. The Z machine EOS program is engaged in studying the limits 
accuracy for material studies of the shock waves that can be generated by the Z mac
ray pulse.

One of the most desirable features of the Z machine is the sheer quantity of x-ray e
that is available. Among other things, this means that one can work with la
experimental payload sizes. This eases the burden placed on accurate, time-resolved
wave diagnostics. As well, there is the possibility of “staging” this energy creatively, b
to better form shock waves as well as to allow the opportunity to create off-Hugo
loading, such as isentropic compression states. For example, clever staging of the e
can conceivably be applied for the purpose of launching an intact flyer plate
hypervelocities. This type of plate can, itself, be used to generate shock waves, as w
to study hypervelocity impact phenomena. In certain geometries, the launching tech
might also be used to generate and study interfacial hydrodynamic instabilities.

Time-resolved diagnostics associated with a generated shock wave may also pro
complementary diagnostic for x-ray drive characterization for Z machine experiments
accuracy associated with VISAR data, in particular, may place stringent bounds o
quantitative characteristics of the drive. There is a definite need to improve d
characterization below certain temperature thresholds (for the experiments in this pap
the order of approximately 30 eV), and the sharp details available by analyzing abl
shock wave propagation provide an attractive possibility.

Our focus in this report will be on a relatively straightforward application of the Z mach
the production, propagation, and diagnosis of ablative shock waves in aluminum.
particular experiments we consider, shots Z189 and Z190, were specifically intende
this purpose and represent the first truly successful time-resolved measurements of
wave production and propagation on the Z machine. The goal of experiments such as
is to provide high quality and high accuracy simultaneous measurements of both s
wave velocity and particle velocity in experimental payloads. Simultaneous accu
measurement of these quantities directly determines the dynamic pressure and den
the payload, hence the necessary EOS information.
1
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Shots Z189 and Z190 were more like diagnostic development experiments, in tha
simultaneous measurements did not achieve accuracy great enough to be fully cons
as EOS measurements, nor were they designed to. Fiber-optic active shock bre
diagnostics were fielded to perform direct high accuracy measurements of shock
velocity. VISAR laser interferometry was fielded to performin situ time-resolved particle
velocity measurements simultaneously. Both of these techniques are in common us
the classic instrument of shock wave physics experiments - high velocity gun imp
Neither one of these diagnostics has been fielded in a hostile environment such as
machine experimental area before. While there is still work to be done to make t
techniques perform to as great a level of accuracy as we believe possible, we will se
the VISAR data that were measured on Z189 and Z190 have considerable interest.

Our analysis of these experiments provides information on two broad fronts. First,
always the case, computational analysis of an experiment provides a great de
information that improves our understanding of the experiment. Second, ca
comparison of our calculations with the data from shots Z189 and Z190 is a code valid
exercise of considerable value to us. We use the ALEGRA [3] shock wave physics co
perform our analysis of these experiments. The resulting experiment-code compa
provide interesting data for validating the radiation-hydrodynamics capability in the c
as well as interesting insights into the functioning of the experiments.

In Section 2 we discuss some details associated with the experiments, including the e
“staging” scheme applied, discussion of the drive characterization, and presentation
time-resolved data that were acquired on the experiments. We present ALE
simulations of these experiments in Section 3. There, we briefly review this shock w
physics code, present some detailed information regarding the radiation-tran
algorithms, present baseline computations of the experiments, and perform
sensitivity studies of the baseline calculations. We discuss our conclusions from
analyses in Section 4. Appendix A discusses on use of 2-D calculations for analysis of
experiments. Full listings of the necessary input for the baseline calculations are pro
in Appendix B to this report.

2. Experimental Summary

Wire Array, Hohlraum, and Payload Description

A good recent reference which discusses fast Z-pinch formation and radiative output o
Sandia Z machine is the article of Spielman,et al [2]. The Z machine is a pulsed powe
machine which capacitively stores up to 11 MJ of energy in a bank of Marx generators
switching techniques convert this energy into a current pulse of up to 20 MA peak, w
duration of on the order of 100 ns. This current is deposited in awire array, an
axisymmetric configuration of some hundreds of fine wires that is carefully construc
The implosion of this array under the magnetic forces induced by the current flow prod
the basic radiation pulse which is staged for use in the present EOS experiment
experiments Z189 and Z190, this wire array consisted of three hundred 11.3µm diameter
2
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cylindrical tungsten wires, with an overall configuration diameter of 2.0 cm. The ove
axial length of this wire array was 1.0 cm. A photo of a wire array is given in Figure 1

The careful construction of the wire array, the use of high Z wire material, and the num
of wires, as well as the speed of the magnetic implosion (the Z machine is called afastZ-
pinch machine) all contribute to reducing the growth rate of the MHD Rayleigh-Tay
instability. The resulting implosion produces an immensely strong, time dependent
of X-ray radiation, with perhaps 2 MJ or more of total X-ray energy delivered in a pu
width (Full-Width Half-Max) of between 5 and 10 nanoseconds typically. The resulting
ray pulse has powers of up to 300 TW. Experiments Z189 and Z190 were some
conservative. Identical wire arrays were used, with conditions such as to pro
approximately 120 TW radiation pulses.

The Z-pinch implosion typically takes place inside a gold coated (10µm thick) hohlraum,
mainly for the purpose of utilizing the created X-ray energy. This hohlraum is called
primary hohlraum in the following discussion. The high Z coating produces radiation
emission phenomena that tend to thermalize a good part of the direct Z-pinch X-ray p
Among other things, this allows us to accurately approximate the time dependent rad
source as a Planckian, or blackbody, radiation source. The measured temperatu
primary hohlraums for the observed X-ray powers are 150 eV or more, dependent upo
hohlraum volume. For experiments Z189 and Z190, the primary hohlraum temperatur
believed to peak at around 140 eV. This temperature was not directly measured on
experiments. However, the wire array and machine operating conditions were esse
identical to previous experiments where the primary hohlraum temperature was mea

Figure  1. Photo of a typical wire array fielded on the Z machine.

Secondary hohlraums (similarly coated with gold) are fielded on these experiments. T
is concern over payload preheat, from either energetic non-Planckian radiation or
energetic particles produced by the power conditioning and Z-pinch implosion
experimental payloads were directly illuminated in the primary hohlraum. Secon

2.0 cm

2.0 cm

wires wires
Configuration
symmetry axis
3
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hohlraums can be used to stage the basic Planckian primary hohlraum radiation
experimental payload, while minimizing the opportunity for preheat. As we will discus
our analysis, we believe that preheat was avoided on these experiments through the
secondary hohlraums. The radiation drive in the secondary hohlraum is further therma
leading to a more Planckian source than seen in the primary hohlraum.

Another issue of concern, especially for EOS experiments, is uniformity of the radia
illumination of the experimental payload. This is, perhaps, an even more signifi
problem when we stage radiation using secondary hohlraums. The secondary hohl
must be designed to provide sufficient uniformity for accurate EOS measurements
basic design of secondary hohlraums for various applications is currently a research
among the Z machine user community. We will say more about uniformity issues for Z
and Z190 in our concluding remarks.

Reference 4 describes the experimental details for the EOS experimental setup
purposes of the EOS program, experiments Z189 and Z190 usedtangentialsecondary
hohlraums. A schematic of the basic staged primary/tangential secondary hohlraum
payload assemblies for these experiments is presented in Figure 2. The seco
hohlraums themselves differed somewhat for the two experiments. Shot Z189 used
cm long “short” side length. In addition, a 0.4 cm diameter diagnostic aperture was loc
on the short side for Z189. The short side length for Z190 was 0.8 cm. Parylen
burnthrough foils were used in each experiment to remove or reduce the run-in rad
pulse associated with the Z-pinch. The thickness of this foil was 6.28µm for shot Z189,
1.83µm for Shot Z190. The foils were placed on the pinch side of the shine shield.

Figure  2. Schematic of secondary hohlraums which are used to drive shock EOS
periments on the Z machine. The primary hohlraum is approximately 1 cm in length.

2.
5 

cm

0.6-0.8 cm

0.6 cm

Axial view of
primary
hohlraum

Secondary
hohlraum

Parylene-N
burnthrough foil

Radiation
shine shield

Experimental
payload

Short Side

Long Side
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For each experiment, there were actually two tangential secondary hohlraums of
volumes. A fiber-optic active shock breakout diagnostic was applied in the alter
secondary hohlraum to measure the shock wave velocity. We will not discuss
diagnostic, or the collected data, in this report [4].

A general schematic of the payload geometry that was used in Z189 and Z190 is sho
Figure 3. We have shown the termination of the secondary hohlraum, labeled “Au”
99.5% pure 1100 aluminum sample; and a backing lithium fluoride laser window, whic
characteristic of the VISAR time-resolved diagnostic [5-6].

Figure  3. Schematic of EOS payloads for secondary hohlraum driven EOS exp
ments on the Z machine.

The payload for shots Z189 and Z190 is more specialized than that depicted in Figu
We show this payload in Figure 4. defines the presence and direction of the radi

drive on the payload from the secondary hohlraum, which is applied as a Planc
radiation source boundary condition in our calculations. For each experiment, two cha
of VISAR data were acquired, corresponding to two different thicknesses of the ste
payload. The depth of 154µm corresponds to VISAR A, or Z189A and Z190A and th
depth of 308µm corresponds to VISAR B, or Z189B and Z190B. These two thicknes
are equivalent to differing propagation distances for the generated shock wave.

If the measured shock wave is steady, then the active shock breakout diagnostic me
shock speed and the VISAR diagnostic measures material speed simultaneously. To
these quantities determine the dynamic pressure and density of the sample, hen
equation of state, via the steady state Hugoniot relations:

LiFAlAu

Au

Symmetry axis
TR(t) VISAR

TR t( )
5
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In Equation (1) the variables are: is initial density, is the dynamic density, is

shock speed,  is the material speed, and  is the pressure.

Figure  4. Schematic of payload for shots Z189 and Z190. The schematic is no
scale. The payload is not axisymmetric with respect to the axis of the secondary hohl
Viewed axially, its cross section is that of a 0.6 cm by 0.4 cm rectangle. The alignme
such that the sample depth for VISAR A is closest to the short side of the secondary
raum (Figure 2).

Drive Characterization

A full description of radiation drive diagnostics is provided in Reference 2. We will o
summarize this information here. The primary diagnostic used on the Z machine
determining x-ray fluxes and equivalent Planckian radiation temperatures in hohlrau
a five-channel filtered time-resolved X-Ray Detector (XRD). This instrument measure
ray flux over a photon energy range of roughly 100 eV to 2.3 keV. These data are
unfolded to provide an x-ray spectrum, peak x-ray power, and total x-ray energy. T
resolved resistive bolometers also provide additional and complementary x
measurements. An illustration of the unfolding of a measured XRD spectrum and its
an “equivalent” Planckian distribution is given on page 2108 of Reference 2. For
purposes, it simply suffices to stress that the x-rays developed in the primary hohlrau

P ρ0Usup=

ρ0Us ρ Us up–( )=

ρ0 ρ Us

up P

154 um

308 µm

TR(t) Z189/190A

Z189/190B

0.1 cm LiF
Window

Aluminum

0.6 cm

TR(t)
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expected to be thermalized, hence Planckian, and that the resulting Planckian
dependent emission is unfolded from the XRD data.

The XRD can be used to measure Planckian radiation in the secondary hohlraum
diagnostic apertures. The diagnostic aperture, as was fielded on Z189, is used to pe
this measurement. On Z190, a similar diagnostic was fielded on the other iden
secondary hohlraum which housed the fiber-optic shock breakout diagnostic. In this
this drive history was assumed to be identical to what would have been measured di
in the secondary hohlraum used for the VISAR experiments.

Figure 5 shows the measured Planckian drive data for Shot Z189, along with a smoo
of the raw data. The smoothing was performed using ten point averaging on the raw
points. We performed this smoothing for computational purposes. High freque
oscillation in the computationally applied drive may create additional computational e
in our simulations. In undocumented previous work, we have confirmed that we
reproduce essentially the identical shock wave behavior by using the smoothed da
somewhat less computational cost. Figure 6 shows the raw and smoothed Planckia
for Shot Z190. It is worth pointing out that the raw drive characterization for Shot Z18
considerably noisier in the temperature regime near 30 eV and below. This may be d
an interaction between the smaller volume hohlraum and the diagnostic aperture, wh
not present for the larger volume hohlraum of Z190. Given that the physical condition
the Z-pinch source are identical for both experiments, the difference we see in
temperatures between the Z189 and Z190 drives can be explained by the differen
volumes of the secondary hohlraums.

The drive timing in Figures 5 and 6 is in ALEGRA calculation time. The raw drive d
were reported relative to the so-called Z machinezero time, which is the time when firing
of the Z machine is initiated. Thus, a time shift in the raw data has been applied in t
plots. We will have further occasion to discuss timing specifics below when we discus
comparisons with the VISAR data measured on these experiments.

The drives shown in Figures 5 and 6 have not been corrected for the diagnostic ap
closing during the course of the measurement due to ablation from the radiation puls
for the albedo of the gold emitting surface, which is less than (but close to) unity. Bo
these effects tend to reduce the apparent measured Planckian peak drive temperat
perhaps as much as 10 eV. In other words, the peak temperatures in Figures 5 and
be low by as much as 10 eV. Also, we can not directly place error bars on these curv
Reference 2, neglecting certain sources of error, a radiated energy measureme
believed to have an error of around 11%. Directly scaling this to a radiation temper
would lead to error bars around the Planckian temperature values of almost 50%. W
not claiming that the error bars are actually this large, but they could be.
7
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Figure  5. Smoothed drive overlaid with raw data for Z189

Figure  6. Smoothed drive overlaid with raw data for Z190
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Finally, we comment that the radiation pulse experienced in a secondary hohlraum
type described above would normally mimic the radiating characteristics of the Z-p
itself. This creates a so-called “run-in” radiation pulse, having a duration of up to 80 o
ns, beginning at a very low temperature and extending to somewhere around 20 to 3
Such a pulse is known to create precursor motion in experimental payloads well befo
arrival of the main shock. In addition, there are significant diagnostic problems assoc
with applying the five-channel XRD diagnostic to measurement of the radiation d
below approximately 20 or 30 eV. Thus, the purpose of the Parylene burnthrough
applied in these experiments is to remove this run-in pulse. Previous experience on
machine by a Los Alamos experimental team has shown that these burnthrough fo
effective at removing the run-in pulse [7], while still maintaining the peak dr
temperature that would occur in the absence of a burnthrough foil.

Figure  7. Extrapolated drive below 30 eV for Z189 and Z190. The boxes show the
extrapolated data, while the solid curve shows the linear extrapolation to t=0.0 ns, TR=1.0
eV for times less than one nanosecond.
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The smoothed drive has a lower threshold around 20 eV for Shot Z189, and around 2
for shot Z190, at the calculation zero time. For the analysis reported here we chose t
the drive at 1 eV, at time zero, for both experiments. This is compatible with the obse
performance of the burnthrough foils, although there is intrinsic uncertainty in the X
measurements below the two cutoff temperatures. The Los Alamos collaboration u
diagnostic (a silicon diode) that is more sensitive to lower temperatures in the drive
observed that the truncation of the radiation drive was very close to our treatment here
precise way we have modified the drives is shown in Figure 7, where the drives are p
over the calculation time period of zero to ten nanoseconds. We discuss the sensitiv
this feature of our calculations later in this report.

Discussion of VISAR Data

The VISAR velocity interferometry system is a standard technique for diagnosing the t
resolved behavior of propagating shock waves [5-6]. As stated in the above discu
there were two sets of VISAR data collected for each of the two experiments, one at a
of 154µm, the other at 308µm for each experiment. The use of the lithium fluoride mak
the measurementsin situ, to a very good approximation, because the shock impedanc
lithium fluoride is so close to that of aluminum.

The four data sets for these experiments are plotted in Figure 8. Our calculations p
that the corresponding generated pressures are between about 1 and 1.5 Mbars a
locations. The calculations also predict that the generated pressure wave has subst
attenuated and steepened during propagation to the experimental depths. This
obviously seen in these data.

A careful analysis of the timing and particle velocity errors [4] in these data is summar
in the table below. Notice that the non-peak velocity errors are smaller than the sym
that we use to plot the data.

Table 1. Timing and particle velocity errors associated with Z189 and Z190.

Experiment Timing Error (ns)
Peak Velocity
Error (km/s)

Non-Peak Velocity
Error (km/s)

Z189A +5.2, -1.2 +0.3, -0.3 +0.04, -0.04

Z189B +3.1, -5.1 +1.0, -1.0 +0.15, -0.15

Z190A +1.6, -1.6 +0.3, -0.3 +0.04, -0.04

Z190B +3.4, -3.4 +2.5, -0.0 +0.15, -0.15
10
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Figure  8. Visar data for Z189 and Z190

3. Calculations

Description of ALEGRA

A brief summary of ALEGRA can be found in Reference 3. As discussed there, ALEG
is a multi-material, arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) strong shock wave physics c
under development at Sandia National Laboratories. It combines the features of m
Eulerian shock wave physics codes with modern finite element Lagrangian code
ALEGRA, ALE shock hydrodynamics is finite element based. In addition to the ba
shock wave physics hydrodynamics algorithms, a variety of coupled physics capab
have been implemented, including coupled electro-mechanical respo
magnetohydrodynamics, and radiation transport. Successful application of the
requires more than accurate implementation of solution algorithms for these type
physics. A variety of accurate material models (e.g. equation of state (EOS), constit
and fracture, thermal conduction, radiative opacity, electrical resistivity, piezoelectric
ferroelectric material descriptions) must also be implemented. The specific ma
models used in our calculations of Z189 and Z190 will be discussed below.

ALEGRA is written predominantly in the C++ programming language to take advan
of object-oriented programming (OOP) techniques, although we have limited our u
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some features of C++ to avoid efficiency problems. We have also recognized the util
incorporating various Fortran-based models and libraries if they best serve our mod
needs and if they are sufficiently mature and robust. In many cases there is little adva
to rewriting such software, even if resources were available to do this. Examples inc
the SESAME EOS interface, as well as the XSN in-line analytic opacity package tha
use.

While the basic development of ALEGRA is performed on a variety of serial workstatio
the code has also been designed to run on several distributed-memory parallel com
especially ASCI (Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative) class computers. All of
calculations discussed in this report have been run serially on Sun workstations,
because the SPARTAN radiation package has not been implemented for pa
computers.

The present calculations are performed with strictly Lagrangian radiation-hydrodynam
Aluminum is the only material modeled in the calculations. Lithium fluoride is not includ
directly as a distinct EOS. Instead, aluminum is also used as a surrogate for this comp
a good approximation given the very close shock impedances of the two materials ov
range of pressures developed in Z189 and Z190. A full-range tabular SESAME E
#3715, is used to describe the aluminum. This table originates with the Los Ala
National Laboratory Theoretical Division EOS group [8]. No material strength is inclu
in the calculations reported here. The yield strength of 1100 aluminum is on the orde
kbar, a number which is completely overdriven by the megabar-level pressures deve
in the shocks formed for experiments Z189 and Z190.

Description of SPARTAN

The radiation transport package applied in the present modeling is the SPARTAN pac
(version 2.7). SPARTAN is an implementation of a simplified PN radiation transport
algorithm. It is denoted SPN for short.

The fundamental equation to be solved in radiation transport is theequation of transfer,
given in equation (2) below.

(2)

In this equation, is the specific radiative intensity as a function of seven variables -

spatial coordinates , time , two angular coordinates (a unit vector), and en

frequency . is the Planck function, is absorption opacity, is the mean intensity

zeroth moment with respect to angle of the intensity), is the scattering opacity, and
the total opacity. In radiation-hydrodynamics problems, the opacities are function
material density and temperature., as well as radiation energy (or frequency).

1
c
---

t∂
∂I

ni xi∂
∂I

+ κB σJ χI–+=

I

xi( ) t n̂i( )

ν B κ J

σ χ
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The major difficulty with the full equation of transfer is that it is an integro-different
equation for radiative intensity as a function of the seven independent variables. W
coupled to moving material in three space dimensions (radiation-hydrodynamics)
conservation laws of continuum physics must be solved in addition to the radiative tra
equation. However, the computational work associated with solving these equatio
considered to be too great for practical applications at the present time. Hence, approx
schemes for treating the transfer equation are always used.

The most widely used approximate radiation transport method applied in radia
hydrodynamics calculations is the multi-group diffusion method, which is describe
detail by Bowers and Wilson [9]. In this approximation, the angular dependence of the
transfer equation is removed completely. It also can be cast as resulting from takin
following limits simultaneously in (2):

(3)

( is material constant volume heat capacity, while is a non-radiative thermal so

term. Both of these quantities appear in matter conservation laws that we have elect
to display in this discussion.) The resulting asymptotic limit to low order yields the “n
equilibrium” diffusion approximation:

(4)

where we have introduced the index to indicate a finite discretization of the en
variable.Thus, (4) is a system of equations, which must additionally still be coupled to
moving matter field.

Problems primarily arise with the application of this method to regions of low opac
where streaming of radiation is most important. In fact, the diffusion approxima
violates causality as well as physical diffraction characteristics of radiation beams.
leads to a hierarchy of corrections to diffusion, including flux-limiting. A recent article t
surveys the need for correction of the diffusion approximation is Reference 10.

In contrast, a very accurate, but computationally less feasible, approach to calcu
radiation transport in radiation-hydrodynamics problems is the PN method [11]. With this
method, the transport equation is directly solved using full angular discretizations bas
Legendre expansion techniques. It is currently mainly applied in 1-D radiat

κ ∞→
c ∞→

CV 0→

Q 0→

CV Q

1
c
---

t∂
∂Jg

xi∂
∂Fg i,+ κg Bg Jg–( )=

Fi
1

3κ
------–

t∂
∂J

=

g
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hydrodynamic problems. We provide the P1 equations, to contrast with the diffusion
approximation (4):

(5)

which equations also result from the assumption that , called the Eddin

approximation.

SPN is an asymptotic treatment of the equation of transfer [12, 13]. SPN is a generalization
of the 1-D PN equations to multiple dimensions in a simplistic manner that is not entir
accurate (if the generalization were done consistently, the more complicated PN equations
would be derived). Because of this, the SPN solutions can not be expected to converge

the limit as the order , although they are exact for certain situations in this li
However, they propagate information at finite speeds, limiting to the speed of light f
below as the order increases. Thus, they are in theory more accurate than multi-
diffusion in low opacity regions. In fact, SP1 and P1 are identical, while SPN and PN are
identical for all N in 1-D slab geometries. The general form of the SPN equations is:

(6)

It is convenient to regard as a pseudo-intensity, through which the “true” mean inte

is recovered in the expansion (6) (third equation), and is a pseudo-flux. The

expansion weights, while the coefficients are the exact Legendre expansion coeffic

that would appear in the PN expansion for a 1-D geometry. The efficient numerical soluti
of the equations (6) still relies upon solution of diffusion equations. The SPART
package [14, 15, 16] that implements this method, linked in ALEGRA, was written by
L. Hall of Los Alamos National Laboratory. SPARTAN usesdiffusion synthetic
acceleration(DSA) [17]. DSA is a means of providing a transport solution more rapid
basically by using a diffusion solution to accelerate a transport solution. SPARTAN
uses an additional transport solution acceleration technique, called Linear Multi-Frequ

1
c
---

t∂
∂J

xi∂
∂Fi+ κ B J–( )=

1
c
---

t∂
∂Fi 1

3
---

xi∂
∂J

+ χFi–=

I J 3niFi+=

N ∞→

1
c
---

t∂
∂ξn

xi∂
∂Γn i,+ κ B J–( )=

1
c
---

t∂
∂Γn i, µ2

n
xi∂

∂ξn+ χΓn i,–=

J wnξn
n 1=
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Grey Acceleration. In the present work, we strictly use SP1 for our baseline calculations
although we will compare with SP3 and SP5 below.

The XSN opacity model [18] is used to calculate the needed opacities in ALEG
Minimal information is required to apply this scheme in the present application, namel
atomic number (13) and atomic mass (26.98154 amu) of aluminum.

Calculation Set-Up Information

A one-dimensional projection of the basic hydrodynamic computational algorithm
ALEGRA has not been implemented. Hence, we mesh our “one-dimensional” simula
of the Z189 and Z190 experiments as shown in Figure 9, in a single line of two-dimens
finite elements having boundary conditions appropriate for calculating one-dimens
uniaxial strain.

Figure  9. Definition of meshing in the aluminum used in our calculations (not to sca

The mesh is divided into two regions. In the first, containing 40 elements, a variable m
is used that starts with a very fine element of width approximately 0.4µm at the boundary
where the Planckian radiation boundary condition is applied. The mesh gr
geometrically by a factor of 1.05 over a distance of 50µm. This is followed by a region of
750µm in which 300 elements of 2.5µm width are used. The complete mesh thus conta
a sum of 340 elements.

Symmetry boundary conditions are applied to the top and bottom of the mesh, for
radiation transport and hydrodynamic motion. The hydrodynamic constraint enfo
effectively 1-D uniaxial motion. The boundary condition at 800µm is hydrodynamically
unconstrained, and a vacuum radiation transport boundary is applied. The boundary
µm is also hydrodynamically unconstrained, while it is radiatively specified by a tim
dependent Planckian source. This source is defined as in Figures 5 through 7. The me

50 µm 750 µm

Uniform growth by
1.05 - 40 zones

TR(t)

Elements uniformly 2.5 µm in width - 300
zones

100 µm

Ablation motion
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generated by a Sandia mesh generation code, FASTQ [19]. Complete specification
needed inputs for both Z189 and Z190 are given in Appendix B.

Analysis of Shot Z189

Ablation shocks are generated by the reaction (conservation of momentum) of
material to the heating, vaporization, and expansion at high-velocities of aluminum tha
absorbed drive radiation. Figure 10 shows some of the details of the expansion of a
material in our simulation of Z189. The exposed surface expands at speeds near 150
This velocity rapidly decreases with increasing depth in the payload. The second part
figure shows greater detail near the limiting depth of ablated material, which is around
µm. At this depth, there is no outward motion of material for the duration of the calculat
We will refer to this as the calculatedablation depth, and this seems to be a reasonab
definition.

Figure  10. Ablation velocities of selected mass elements for Z189.

The resulting shock trajectory is shown in the t-x diagram in Figure 11. The first m
trajectory shown corresponds to the calculated ablation depth, 18.4µm. At this depth, the
influence of the early temperature gradient in the drive is apparent in the initial movem
of that mass prior to the arrival of the shock. In addition, for depths less than 80µm we note
that the shock arrives prior to the peak of the drive. For depths greater than 80µm, the shock
is increasingly detached from the temporal gradient and peak value of the drive. Notic
the shock trajectory itself is curved, having smaller slopes at longer times. This reflec
lower shock velocities that apply as the peak amplitude attenuates.

For EOS experiments, we are always interested in whether preheat of the sample fro
radiation drive itself takes place. This can corrupt EOS measurements, and complicat
analysis. Figures 12 and 13 examine the propagation of the radiation into the pay
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Figure 12 shows the temporal behavior of the radiation temperature at payload dep
18.4, 50, 154, and 308µm, the latter two being the depths at which the VISAR records
acquired. For the two shallow depths, peaks of respectively 8 and 2 eV are appar
approximately 13 ns, the time of peak drive. We predict no such feature at the experim
depths. Figure 13 shows that the radiation wave has not propagated to any depth c
the experimental locations by the time of peak drive. Finally, we note that the t-x diag
shows no material response at all at the experimental depths prior to the arrival of the s
well beyond the time of the peak in the drive. The small bump in radiation tempera
appearing at all locations near 1 ns calculation time is of unknown origin. We do not k
if it is significant.

Figure  11. A t-x diagram for Z189. Motion prior to the arrival of the main shock appea
to a depth of around 100 microns. Each curve shows the trajectory of the material ele
at the specified depth. The VISAR data collection depths are shown.

Specific details illustrating the nature of the shock wave propagation and attenuatio
Z189 as predicted by ALEGRA are illustrated in Figure 14. We see that the shock pre
attenuation is approximately 0.6 Mbar by the time it reached 300µm, or roughly 33% of
its value at 100µm. The ablation pressure at shallower depths is much greater, the la
value appearing in the baseline calculation being 2.6 Mbars, at the depth of approxim
15 µm, which is well within the ablated material. Significant shock attenuation has ta
place by the time the wave passes through the experimental locations. We explicitly is
our predictions for the shock pressures at the experimental locations in Figure 15
Z189A, we predict the shock pressure to be 1.6 Mbar, while for Z189B we predict it t
1.2 Mbar.
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Figure  12. Radiation temperature histories at 18.4, 50, 154, and 308µm.

Figure  13. Radiation temperature vs depth at peak drive time of 13.0 ns, where A a
indicate the positions at which the experimental velocity records were taken.
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We have shown the equivalent information for particle velocities in Figures 16 and 17.
particle velocity attenuates by 19% over the same range of depths as we discussed
shock pressures, 100 to 300µm, in Figure 16. Figure 17 isolates the predicted partic
velocity histories at the measurement depths. The overlays of these predictions wi
actual experimental VISAR data are shown in Figures 18 and 19. The error bars rep
in Table 1 are also shown in these plots.

We need to specifically mention a timing issue that has been incorporated within
calculation-VISAR data overlays. For purposes of our calculations, we establishe
calculation zero time to be the beginning of the drive data used in each calculation.
time corresponded to 2520 ns for both Z189 and Z190. The VISAR data used a timing
that corresponded to so-called peak pinch time. This is 2532.8 ns for Z189, and 253
for Z190. Thus, to properly locate the experimental data in the timing frame of
calculations, the VISAR data for Z189 must be shifted by (2532.8-2520) ns, or 12.8
That for Z190 must be shifted by (2535.9-2520) ns, or 15.9 ns.

Figure  14. Time histories of pressure as a function of initial depth in the sample.
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Figure  15. Pressures at diagnostic locations for Z189A and Z189B.

Figure  16. Particle velocity attenuation as a function of initial depth in the sample.
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Figure  17. Computed particle velocity histories at the A and B locations for Z189.

Figure  18. Comparison of computed and measured particle velocity histories at Z18
The particle velocity non-peak error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols us
the experimental data.
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Figure  19. Comparison of computed and measured particle velocity histories at Z18

Analysis of Shot Z190

Z190 should be viewed as a Z-pinch source repeat of shot Z189. The only computa
difference is the radiation temperature drive. Therefore, ablation details, radia
penetration and the shock behavior should be quantitatively similar. This is, in fact
case, as shown in Figures 20 through 25. Since the apparent measured peak
temperature is somewhat smaller for Z190, our calculated shock amplitudes are
smaller. However, we stress again that we predict that there is no drive prepulse ind
motion or radiation preheat at the experimental locations. The corresponding pa
velocity attenuation associated with the propagating shock wave is plotted in Figure

The small blip seen in Figure 12 near 1 ns is also present in Figure 22, but slightly diffe
It remains unclear what the origin of this feature is. It may be due to our rapid initializa
of the drive data from 1 eV, or it may be an artifact due to unknown errors in
calculations.
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Figure  20. Ablation velocity for Z190.

Figure  21. An x-t diagram for Z190. Motion prior to the arrival of the main shock a
pears to a depth of around 100 microns.
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Figure  22. Radiation temperature histories 18.4, 50, 154, and 308µm.

Figure  23. Radiation temperature vs depth at peak drive time of 15.0 ns, where A a
indicate the positions at which the experimental velocity records were taken.
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Figure  24. Time histories of pressure as a function of initial depth in the sample.

Figure  25. Pressures at diagnostic locations for Z189A and Z189B.
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The most interesting difference between Z189 and Z190 when examining the pre
propagation is that a small “foot” is still apparent in the Z190 shock wave (and par
velocity as well) at 100µm. This effect is seen in the Z189 analysis at shallower dep
Therefore, there are sufficient differences between the drives for these experiments to
this feature persist at greater depth for Z190. Figure 27 shows that the shock has f
overdriven the foot by the time it propagates to the Z190A experimental location, ex
for a very slight rounding at the base of the predicted shock wave.

That the shock is still slightly underdriven at the Z190A position is also predicted in
particle velocity record for that depth. The experimental VISAR data are overlaid with
calculation in Figures 28 and 29. Note that the experimental data for Z190A are inade
to resolve whether the calculation prediction that the shock wave is slightly underdriv
that location is correct. This is because the timing errors are larger than the temporal
of the calculated feature. Although it was not the purpose of these experiments to pr
such fine detail, this is the type of question that pertains to the use of VISAR measurem
as supplemental drive diagnostics. Nonetheless, it is easy to believe, given va
inaccuracies in our calculations, that the shock is actually fully developed by the tim
propagates to the depth of 154µm.

Figure  26. Particle velocity attenuation as a function of initial depth in the sample.
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Figure  27. Computed particle velocity histories at the A and B locations for Z190.

Figure  28. Comparison of computed and measured particle velocity histories at Z19
The non-peak particle velocity error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols us
the experimental data.
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Figure  29. Comparison of computed and measured particle velocity histories at Z19
The peak velocity error bar is off the scale of the plot.

The finite gradient seen in the experimental data for Z190B must give us pause. It ca
be explained in terms of our computational analysis. If we accept the experimental d
face value, it demonstrates that the shock wave is actually becoming less steep
propagates, which is not possible under normal conditions in a nonlinear materia
aluminum. As discussed further below, what we are likely seeing in the Z190B data
symptom of the irregularity of the drive in this experiment. What is interesting is that
irregularity seems more pronounced in Z190, when the large diagnostic aperture pres
Z189 was missing. This would fully explain the seemingly contradictory nature of the d
We can only explore this issue computationally with 2-D simulations, something we do
pursue in this report.

Sensitivity Studies

Dependence on the number of groups:

The baseline calculations compared with the experimental data in Figures 18, 19, 28
29 resolved the radiation between 1 eV and 6 keV with 18 logarithmically distribu
groups. We have studied the sensitivity of these calculations to the group resolutio
performing a calculation in which we doubled to a total of 36 the number of groups in
energy range. We compare the particle velocity predictions at the experimental loca
with those from the baseline calculation for experiment Z189 in Figures 30 and 31.
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Figure  30. 18 versus 36 energy groups for Z189A. Triangles denote 36 groups.

Figure  31. 18 versus 36 energy groups for Z189B. Triangles denote 36 groups.

The results are virtually identical for 36 groups as for 18 groups. There are la
differences between the two calculations in the ablation region. However, the key
here really is that these differences essentially disappear by the time and at the depths
the VISAR data is collected for particle velocity histories.
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Sensitivity to the order of :

The SPARTAN package becomes more transport-like (in an asymptotic sense

larger values of . We ask whether this might significantly influence the details of
ablation, and possibly details of the particle velocity histories at the experimental locat
for the present simulations. We have assessed the influence of the SPARTAN ord
performing calculations for Z189 with and . The resulting predicted VISA
records are compared with the baseline calculation in Figures 32 and 33. These calcu
were all performed with the nominal 18 group energy binning shown in Appendix B.

Figure  32. Comparison of calculations with for Z189A. Triangle

correspond to ; crosses correspond to .

The most obvious thing to note about these comparisons is that there is a slight timing
with respect to the baseline calculations. The wave at both locations is arriving l
corresponding perhaps to the slight decrease in amplitude of the wave. While the de
in apparent shock amplitude is slightly more consistent with the experimental data s
in Figures 18 and 19, the increased time of arrival is not. The physics change with h
orders of seems to be reasonable though. The calculations suggest that slight

net energy has been absorbed in the aluminum payload for , resulting from
more radiative loss in the ablation plume. This slightly weakens the resulting abla
shock, resulting in exactly what we see in these comparisons.
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Figure  33. Comparison of calculations with for Z189B. Triangle

correspond to ; crosses correspond to .

Sensitivity to the meshing used:

Simulation of the formation and propagation of ablative shocks by a radiation sour
expected to be fairly sensitive to the meshing actually used in the calculation. For exa
the fact that our baseline calculations do not match the convexity trends seen in the V
data at the A location might be due to lack of resolution in the ablation region.

To test the influence that this might have on our baseline comparison with the experim
data, we have performed a calculation in which the mesh spacing is smaller by betw
factor of 0.2 to a factor of 0.5, depending on whether one looks at the region of var
mesh spacing or that of constant mesh spacing. We have compared the results w
baseline calculation for Z189 in Figures 34 and 35. the calculations look virtually ident
This suggests that our original meshing is well-converged for the baseline choic
SPARTAN order and group discretization. Thus, whatever is causing the differenc
convexity between calculation and data in each experimental comparison is more
simply meshing resolution. For example, this could also be an artifact of d
heterogeneity across the face of the sample.
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Figure  34. Baseline versus finer meshing for Z189A. Triangles are the finer meshed
culation.

Figure  35. Baseline versus finer meshing for Z189B. Triangles are the finer meshed
culation.
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Sensitivity to drive variation:

Another reason that there could be subtle differences in the shapes of the calculated V
records at location A compared to the experimental data could be inadequate represe
of the true experimental radiative drive. There are many questions that arise whe
consider how sensitive our calculations may be to variations in the radiative drive. Act
capturing the true variability of the drive, as measured by experimental error bars, as
as being able to resolve drive temperatures below the threshold of around 30 eV, is di
to do for these experiments, as mentioned previously. Also, using systematic uncer
analysis procedures for better determining the calculation sensitivity is not included i
scope of this paper. Thus, we will consider this issue with two representative compari

First, we recall that Z189 and Z190 were intended to actually be repeat experim
Therefore, the actual drive variation between these two shots could be considered
some measure of the drive uncertainty. We have directly compared the calculated p
velocity histories at the A and B locations in Figures 36 and 37.

Figure  36. Z189A versus Z190A. Triangles are the ALEGRA calculation correspond
to Z190.

Because these are one-dimensional calculations, there is nothing that reflects the pr
of diagnostic hole differences, or other things that could contribute to actual perform
differences in the secondary hohlraums for the actual experiments. The differe
between Z189 and Z190 seen are strictly due to perceived drive differences, w
implicitly reflect a certain component of shot to shot variability as well as uncertaint
the measured drive. With this in mind, we simply stress that the observed difference
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quite large. Drive variability is definitely the most sensitive aspect of our calculations
we consider in this paper, as easily seen in these figures.

Figure  37. Z189B versus Z190B. Triangles are the ALEGRA calculation correspond
to Z190.

As a second comparison, we return to the issue of dealing with the experim
indeterminacy of the drive below the 20 to 30 eV temperature range. In our calculat
and as shown in Figure 7, we simply extrapolated the experimental drive data to 1 eV
calculation time of zero. We test how much influence this assumption has on our parti
baseline calculations for both Z189 and Z190 by starting the temperature history
earliest measured value (about 16 eV for Z189, 25 eV for Z190 at time zero).

The comparisons with the baseline calculation in each case are shown in Figures 38 a
Perhaps as expected (since the time range of the difference is so small) we see ver
difference in arrival time between the calculations. Perhaps more surprisingly,
difference between the calculations in the post peak amplitude regime is not negligible
calculations with the 18 eV extrapolation move slightly closer to the experimental data
our purposes in this report, we will only stress that this result confirms the importanc
accurately measuring the early stages of the radiation pulse for experiments such as
discussed here.
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Figure  38. Baseline versus 18 eV extrapolation for Z189A. Triangles correspond to
18 eV extrapolation in the drive.

Figure  39. Baseline versus 18 eV extrapolation for Z189B. Triangles correspond to
18 eV extrapolation in the drive.
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4. Discussion

We have simulated two of the first successful experiments performed on the Sandia
machine for the purpose of acquiring time resolved radiatively driven shock wave da
These are shot Z189 and Z190. The main reasons to perform this study are:

• Careful analysis of the experiments provides insight into the design of future
experiments, as well as better understanding of the information contained in the

• The data potentially provide a source of validation data for the radiation-
hydrodynamics models used in ALEGRA.

The comparisons between calculation and experiments shown in Figures 18, 19, 28, a
are interesting and useful. The agreement is of reasonable accuracy, yet sign
quantitative details in the experimental data are not matched. There are at least
reasons, aside from fundamental calculation inaccuracies, that could account for
differences. These are sample preheat, non-uniform drive, and inaccurate character
of the experimental radiation drive in the calculations.

We have observed above that there is no predicted radiative preheat of the sample in
of the two experiments analyzed. Therefore, we do not believe that radiative preh
influencing shock wave formation and propagation in the samples at the experim
depths.

It is generally anticipated that the radiative drive on the EOS samples in shots Z189
Z190 could be non-uniform due to the nature of the radiative flux into the secon
hohlraum from the primary hohlraum, as well as the details of the emission from
secondary hohlraum walls. The above calculations and their comparison with
experimental data appear to suggest that the radiative drive in the secondary hohlra
indeed, not uniform across the exposed face of the sample. This was particularly strik
the experimental data comparison of Figures 28 and 29, where the data acquired
propagation distance of 308µm showed less steepness in the pressure wave than t
acquired at 154µm.

A full analysis of the potential for non-uniform illumination of EOS samples in tangen
secondary hohlraums is not within the scope of this report. The issue is broadly disc
in Reference 20. Radiosity calculations designed to study the potential for non-uni
sample illumination in these hohlraums in a static material approximation are discuss
Reference 21. These calculations demonstrated that non-uniform illumination was, in
highly likely in tangential secondary hohlraums, leading to the likelihood of corruption
the VISAR data for the purpose of EOS determination. One of the most interesting re
from this more detailed examination of illumination characteristics of the second
hohlraum is that significant non-uniform illumination of the sample (enough to corr
EOS measurements) takes place even if there is no diagnostic aperture. In other wor
overall geometry and nature of the flux from the primary is sufficient to induce n
uniformity. The longer side of the secondary hohlraum, an asymmetry induced b
36
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tangential design, is also hotter than the shorter side of the hohlraum. This is a m
contributor to non-uniformity. Note that this analysis ignores radiation-hydrodyna
effects of an aperture, such as hole closure and asymmetric plasma blowoff due
radiation pulse that could contribute more significantly to radiation imbalance in
secondary.

Further analysis of this type suggests that axial secondary hohlraums, such as
depicted in Figure 40 [22], may be considerably more uniform in their sample illumina
characteristics. (We have also included other ideas for non-axial secondary hohlrau
this figure.) However, they are also more likely to be subject to preheat effects, espe
from the hard component of the Z-pinch X-ray pulse, as well as from possible hi
energetic electron emission during the pinch collapse. There is now some experim
evidence that this is exactly the case [23], a subject for further discussion in the futu

Figure  40. Possible hohlraum geometries of interest for EOS experiments.

Recent data confirm the radiosity calculations and our thoughts on preheat when
hohlraums that directly view the stagnated z-pinch. Fiber optically coupled shock ar
sensors that detect changes in surface reflectivity upon shock arrival have been used
37
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shock profiles resulting from different secondary hohlraum geometries. Hohlr
configurations have been designed for use on Z which allow useful regions u
approximately 3mm in diameter with acceptable shock uniformity. In addition, a para
preheat foil thickness has been determined and demonstrated to remove s
preconditioning to within the sensitivity of the VISAR for these configurations. The
results will be the subject of a future report.

We conclude by mentioning that there are two major caveats in the calculations pres
in this report. First, we have not performed detailed multi-dimensional calculations
Appendix A). These are essential for better exploring potential inhomogeneities asso
with the drive conditions in secondary hohlraums of the type used in these experim
studies. Such calculations will be the objective of subsequent work, but are well beyon
scope of the present computational study.

Second, we have not included electron thermal conduction in these calculations. Thu
have not analyzed the possibility of electron conduction preheat at the experimenta
collection depths. This is probably not a problem, for aluminum and at the Planc
temperatures that were present in the current experiments. Nonetheless, the study
been performed. Also, we must continue to refine our understanding of how Planckia
drive really is.

Given the basic assumptions and constraints stated in the body of the report, the g
uncertainty in the calculation is the radiation drive characterization. Details of the d
below an effective 30 eV Planckian threshold are unavailable for these experiments
error bars around the drive data are also difficult to characterize. The effective Plan
unfolding from the original spectrally resolved data, as well as difficult calibratio
associated with diagnostic hole closure dynamics, influence the accuracy of the d
given in Figures 5 and 6. It is generally believed that the peak drive temperatures in
figures are lower than actually occurred, perhaps by as much as 10 eV, due to the lac
correction for hole closure and time-dependent albedo. Since our predictions consis
slightly overestimate the peak particle velocity observed in the VISAR data, a m
accurate drive characterization may increase the error in our comparisons with the
This is one reason why we need to be careful about the conclusions we draw from the
agreement between calculation and experiment presented in this report.

In conclusion we note three distinct directions for further investigation in the future. F
we would like to examine mechanisms for refining the generated shock wave to be
suitable for purposes of EOS measurements. Two possibilities of interest are the use
density CH foams in the payload to reduce the attenuation of the generated shockwav
the use of the radiative drive to launch a condensed phase flyer plate for use as an imp
Second, we would like to perform a more detailed investigation of the sensitivity of
experimental EOS data to a wider class of radiative drive variations. Finally, we would
to establish protocols and refine experimental data accuracy to better enable the
similar experiments for validating the radiation-hydrodynamics codes used in the San
pinch program.
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Appendix A: Preliminary Two-Dimensional
Analysis of Shot Z189

Analysis provided by Vesey [14] clearly suggests that the radiation drive un
consideration here was non-uniform across the exposed surfaces of the samples. In
was not only non-uniform but also asymmetric. Thus to truly model the radiation drive
the subsequent target response would require a full three-dimensional calculation,
really is beyond the scope of this effort. However, to provide a rough first-cut estima
the potential effects of this non-uniformity, we did run a simplified two-dimensional ana
to shot Z189. Of necessity, the mesh was not nearly as fine for this calculation as fo
one-dimensional problems. For our approximation we chose to look at a semi-inf
rectangular slab, which was only 650µm thick in the direction of shock propagation.Thi
was represented by 40 zones, growing geometrically in size, at a ratio of 1.04, from
µm to ~31µm. The non-infinite lateral dimension of the slab was 6 mm, which is sim
to the diameter of the actual experimental sample. The mesh in this coordinate dire
was set up with 20 zones, each 300µm wide. This leads to a zonal aspect ratio of about
at the front and 9.5 at the back. This mesh is far from ideal, but was required to kee
total run time within reasonable bounds. Five different temperature histories were ap
over four zones each of the 20-zone boundary to represent the non-uniform radiative
on Z189. The temperature histories were scaled from those described earlier, with the
temperature values derived from Vesey's calculations across a sample diameter. Th
values ranged from 64.4 to 70.4 eV. (Later analysis [24] suggests that these temper
should be higher by about 5 to 15 percent, but because the calculated pressure
velocities are relative only to themselves, the basic conclusions will not change, an
calculation was not rerun.)

The results of this calculation are shown in the accompanying figures. Figure 41 s
pressure histories for the indicated distances from the front surface, where the mu
curves are for different positions across the finite lateral dimension of the slab. Simil
Figure 42 plots velocity histories for the two Lagrangian points where VISA
measurements were taken on shot Z189. Again, the multiple curves represent dif
points across lateral dimension of the slab. Because of the coarse mesh, direct comp
with the earlier one-dimensional runs on shot Z189 is not possible, mainly because the
output values are not adequately resolved. In fact, the poor numerical resolution y
velocities that are about one-third of those calculated earlier. However, the rel
amplitudes do give a reasonable indication of the importance of the drive non-uniform
We see that the pressures vary by about 20 percent, and that the velocities differ by ro
13 percent. The smaller variation in the velocities is due to an additional integra
(smoothing) relative to the pressures.
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Figure  41. Calculated two-dimensional pressure histories for shot Z189. The indic
positions are the Lagrangian distances from the original front surface, and the mu
curves are for positions across the finite lateral dimension of the semi-infinite slab.

Figure  42. Calculated two-dimensional velocity histories for shot Z189 for Lagrang
points 154 and 308 (m from the original front surface. The multiple curves are for dif
ent positions across the finite lateral dimension of the semi-infinite slab.
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The rectangular geometry used in this 2-D calculation does not give a complete pictu
the true multi-dimensional response of the samples, but it does suggest bounds
problem. These discrepancies are not large, but they are probably too large to justi
use of this specific experimental configuration for high-quality equation of st
measurements. However, the overall experimental technique holds great promis
accessing new and unique parametric regimes, and we should continue to
arrangements and/or configurations that will improve the uniformity of loading.
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Appendix B - FASTQ and ALEGRA Input Listings

Listings for Z189

FASTQ input file:
 TITLE
 z189-1: 8.0E-2 Al, SP1(0.03-6.0)20; Z189-smoothed
 POINT     1      0.0000000E+00      0.0000000E+00
 POINT     2      5.0000000E-3       0.0000000E+00
 POINT     3      5.0000000E-3       1.0000000E-2
 POINT     4      0.0000000E+00      1.0000000E-2
 POINT     5      8.0000000E-2       0.0000000
 POINT     6      8.0000000E-2       1.0000000E-2
 LINE      1   STR     1     2     0    40  1.050
 LINE      2   STR     2     3     0     1  1.0000
 LINE      3   STR     4     3     0    40  1.050
 LINE      4   STR     4     1     0     1  1.0000
 LINE      5   STR     2     5     0   300  1.0000
 LINE      6   STR     5     6     0     1  1.0000
 LINE      7   STR     3     6     0   300  1.0000
 REGION     1     1    -1    -2    -3    -4
 REGION     2     1    -5    -6    -7    -2
 SCHEME    0 M
 BODY       1  2
 NODEBC     1     1 5
 NODEBC     2     6
 NODEBC     3     7 3
 NODEBC     4     4
 ELEMBC     1     1 5
 ELEMBC     2     6
 ELEMBC     3     7 3
 ELEMBC     4     4
 EXIT

ALEGRA-SPARTAN input file:
title
 z189-1: 8.0E-2 Al, SP1(0.03-6.0)20; Z189-smoothed

physics: radiation hydrodynamics

cartesian

exodus version one

MAXIMUM INITIAL TIME STEP 1.e-12

termination time 60.0E-9

emit output: time      = 1.0E-9, from 0.0 to 1.0
emit plot: time        = 1.0E-10, from 0.0 to 1.0

$pisces hourglass control
$   viscosity 0.05
$end
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$pronto artificial viscosity by default

plot variable
 artificial viscosity
 position
 velocity
 energy
 pressure : avg
 temperature : avg
 density : avg
 radiation temperature
end

time step scale:
  hydro 1.0
$  strain softening 0.9
end

no displacement: nodeset 1 y
no displacement: nodeset 3 y

block 1
  lagrangian mesh
  material 1
end

material 1       AL
  model  = 1
  model  = 2
  density 2.700   $g/cm3
  temperature 300.0 $kelvin
end

model 1 sesame
  neos = 3715
end

radiation parameters

$energy group specification
  group bounds
    linear 0.00001 to 0.001 by 2
    log 0.001 to 6. by 18
  end

$SP method order
  SP 1
  spartan robust 1 $ 1 turns on the robust solver
$  diffusion solver scheme 7
  spartan output mode 1
  spartan timestep norm 2
  spartan timestep change 1.
$  spartan timestep damping 10.

$Boundary condition specifications (must be one for each
$boundary in the problem!)
  reflective boundary, sideset 1
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  vacuum boundary, sideset 2
  reflective boundary, sideset 3
  source boundary, sideset 4, function 1, scale 1.0E-3

$SPARTAN control parameters

  TEMPERATURE FLOOR 1.0E-5
  TEMPERATURE FLOOR DT 0.01
  spartan output mode 1

end

$source temperatures must be in keV
$ Shot Z189 (tickled slightly)
$Time (ns)  Tr (eV)
function 1
0.0          1.0
0.9E-9         16.1958
1.1E-9        17.9982
1.3E-9          19.4692
1.5E-9          19.1138
1.7E-9          16.5534
1.9E-9          17.3078
2.1E-9          18.2951
2.3E-9          21.2922
2.5E-9           21.442
2.7E-9           21.482
2.9E-9          22.1579
3.1E-9          23.0834
3.3E-9           24.211
3.5E-9          25.5179
3.7E-9          28.6705
3.9E-9          28.7212
4.1E-9          29.0627
4.3E-9          29.1342
4.5E-9          29.4104
4.7E-9          29.5249
4.9E-9           30.093
5.1E-9          30.7177
5.3E-9          31.3639
5.5E-9          31.3984
5.7E-9          31.8054
5.9E-9          32.8025
6.1E-9          33.5588
6.3E-9          34.5935
6.5E-9          36.0111
6.7E-9           37.733
6.9E-9          39.3448
7.1E-9            41.09
7.3E-9          43.2358
7.5E-9          45.7308
7.7E-9          48.0426
7.9E-9          50.2332
8.1E-9          52.5653
8.3E-9          54.9617
8.5E-9          57.2484
8.7E-9          59.3829
8.9E-9          61.4949
9.1E-9          63.5419
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9.3E-9          65.4097
9.5E-9          67.1153
9.7E-9          68.7487
9.9E-9         70.2958
10.1E-9          71.7353
10.3E-9          73.0602
10.5E-9          74.2681
10.7E-9          75.4433
10.9E-9          76.5305
11.1E-9           77.522
11.3E-9          78.4386
11.5E-9          79.2723
11.7E-9          79.9953
11.9E-9          80.5973
12.1E-9          81.1129
12.3E-9          81.5236
12.5E-9          81.8184
12.7E-9          81.9934
12.9E-9          82.0805
13.1E-9          82.0809
13.3E-9            81.99
13.5E-9          81.8164
13.7E-9          81.5718
13.9E-9          81.2692
14.1E-9          80.9296
14.3E-9          80.5473
14.5E-9           80.154
14.7E-9          79.7415
14.9E-9           79.289
15.1E-9          78.8059
15.3E-9          78.3309
15.5E-9          77.8633
15.7E-9          77.4023
15.9E-9          76.9371
16.1E-9           76.479
16.3E-9           76.025
16.5E-9          75.5693
16.7E-9          75.1339
16.9E-9          74.7352
17.1E-9          74.3417
17.3E-9          73.9123
17.5E-9          73.5004
17.7E-9          73.1142
17.9E-9          72.7378
18.1E-9          72.3295
18.3E-9          71.9012
18.5E-9           71.511
18.7E-9          71.1082
18.9E-9          70.6746
19.1E-9          70.2645
19.3E-9          69.8658
19.5E-9          69.4684
19.7E-9          69.0356
19.9E-9           68.602
20.1E-9          68.1872
20.3E-9           67.797
20.5E-9          67.3949
20.7E-9          66.9864
20.9E-9          66.5718
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21.1E-9           66.141
21.3E-9          65.7294
21.5E-9          65.3427
21.7E-9          64.9924
21.9E-9          64.6008
22.1E-9          64.2025
22.3E-9          63.7967
22.5E-9          63.3831
22.7E-9          62.9418
22.9E-9          62.5274
23.1E-9          62.1308
23.3E-9          61.7025
23.5E-9          61.2656
23.7E-9          60.8052
23.9E-9          60.3875
24.1E-9          59.9769
24.3E-9          59.5871
24.5E-9          59.1665
24.7E-9          58.6942
24.9E-9           58.303
25.1E-9          57.8614
25.3E-9          57.4833
25.5E-9          57.1003
25.7E-9          56.7089
25.9E-9          56.3384
26.1E-9          55.9774
26.3E-9           55.652
26.5E-9          55.3427
26.7E-9          55.0554
26.9E-9          54.6564
27.1E-9          54.3426
27.3E-9          54.0523
27.5E-9           53.685
27.7E-9          53.3418
27.9E-9          52.9298
28.1E-9          52.5385
28.3E-9          52.1845
28.5E-9          51.8281
28.7E-9          51.4598
28.9E-9          51.1293
29.1E-9          50.8339
29.3E-9         50.4262
29.5E-9          50.0903
29.7E-9          49.6886
29.9E-9         49.3848
30.1E-9          49.0464
30.3E-9          48.6605
30.5E-9          48.2456
30.7E-9          47.9603
30.9E-9           47.751
31.1E-9          47.4754
31.3E-9          47.2043
31.5E-9           46.936
31.7E-9          46.7787
31.9E-9          46.5575
32.1E-9          46.2745
32.3E-9           46.042
32.5E-9          45.8293
32.7E-9          45.5122
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32.9E-9          45.1474
33.1E-9          44.7867
33.3E-9          44.4165
33.5E-9          44.0635
33.7E-9          43.5506
33.9E-9          43.1788
34.1E-9          42.8106
34.3E-9          42.3201
34.5E-9          41.9154
34.7E-9          41.6466
34.9E-9          41.1913
35.1E-9          40.6917
35.3E-9          40.1846
35.5E-9          39.7359
35.7E-9          39.3427
35.9E-9          38.8895
36.1E-9           38.583
36.3E-9          38.3129
36.5E-9          37.7633
36.7E-9          37.1912
36.9E-9          36.7571
37.1E-9           36.378
37.3E-9          36.0307
37.5E-9          35.8853
37.7E-9          35.8575
37.9E-9          35.6313
38.1E-9          35.1949
38.3E-9          34.7567
38.5E-9          34.6554
38.7E-9          34.3762
38.9E-9          34.2697
39.1E-9          34.1535
39.3E-9          34.0433
39.5E-9          33.5312
39.7E-9          33.0638
39.9E-9           32.808
40.1E-9          32.7135
40.3E-9          32.1044
40.5E-9          31.5104
40.7E-9          31.2258
40.9E-9           30.979
41.1E-9           30.809
41.3E-9          30.4658
41.5E-9          30.2019
41.7E-9          29.7551
41.9E-9          29.7165
42.1E-9          29.1605
42.3E-9          29.1404
42.5E-9          29.4043
42.7E-9          29.7506
42.9E-9          29.6892
43.1E-9          29.3646
43.3E-9          29.6474
43.5E-9          30.1668
43.7E-9          30.5329
43.9E-9           30.242
44.1E-9           30.342
44.3E-9          30.7061
44.5E-9          30.0285
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44.7E-9          29.2507
44.9E-9           29.073
45.1E-9           29.368
45.3E-9           28.777
45.5E-9          28.1892
45.7E-9          27.8638
45.9E-9          28.0011
46.1E-9          28.3418
46.3E-9          27.8196
46.5E-9          27.4796
46.7E-9          27.7187
46.9E-9          27.4609
47.1E-9          24.3199
47.3E-9          21.7122
47.5E-9          18.9273
47.7E-9          16.1358
47.9E-9           13.083
48.1E-9          9.96721
48.3E-9          7.46614
48.5E-9          5.43638
48.7E-9          2.68481
48.9E-9          1.99641
49.1E-9          1.99641
49.3E-9          4.21728
49.5E-9          6.38374
49.7E-9          6.38374
49.9E-9          6.38374
50.1E-9          8.20011
50.3E-9          8.20011
50.5E-9          8.20011
50.7E-9          9.97387
50.9E-9          8.05181
51.1E-9          8.05181
51.3E-9          5.83094
51.5E-9          4.97234
51.7E-9          6.63481
51.9E-9          9.45247
52.1E-9          10.1919
52.3E-9          11.8867
52.5E-9           14.004
52.7E-9          12.2302
52.9E-9           13.874
53.1E-9          16.2027
53.3E-9          18.2046
53.5E-9          16.8968
53.7E-9          15.2343
53.9E-9          13.8292
54.1E-9          13.6458
54.3E-9          13.4873
54.5E-9          13.9037
54.7E-9          15.9966
54.9E-9          14.3528
55.1E-9          14.5243
55.3E-9          14.4324
55.5E-9           16.075
55.7E-9           16.075
55.9E-9          16.7082
56.1E-9          14.3358
56.3E-9          12.7994
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56.5E-9          10.2658
56.7E-9          8.17291
56.9E-9          9.33917
57.1E-9          6.83901
57.3E-9          4.92894
57.5E-9          3.28638
57.7E-9          3.28638
57.9E-9          1.24061
58.1E-9          1.24061
58.3E-9          3.72368
58.5E-9         6.15194
58.7E-9          8.57941
58.9E-9          9.39761
59.1E-9          11.5475
59.3E-9          11.5475
59.5E-9          11.5475
59.7E-9          13.3975
59.9E-9           14.975
60.1E-9           14.975
60.3E-9          12.4919
60.5E-9          10.0637
60.7E-9          7.63621
60.9E-9          5.65174
61.0E-9          3.50188
end

model 2 xsn  $aluminum
  number of elements 1
$     element 4, mass 9.01218, fraction 1.0    $beryllium
    element 13, mass 26.98154, fraction 1.0  $aluminum
$    element 26, mass 55.847, fraction 1.0     $iron
$     element 42, mass 95.94, fraction 1.0    $molybdenum
$     element 82, mass 207.2, fraction 1.0    $lead
$     element 92, mass 238.029, fraction 1.0    $uranium
$    element 79, mass 196.9665, fraction 1.0   $gold
$     element 74, mass 183.85, fraction 1.0    $tungsten
$     element 78, mass 195.09, fraction 1.0    $platinum
$    element 54, mass 131.3, fraction 1.0    $xenon
  end
end

exit

Listings for Z190

FASTQ input file:
TITLE
 z190-1: 8.0E-2 Al, SP1(0.03-6.0)20; Z190-smoothed
 POINT     1      0.0000000E+00      0.0000000E+00
 POINT     2      5.0000000E-3       0.0000000E+00
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 POINT     3      5.0000000E-3       1.0000000E-2
 POINT     4      0.0000000E+00      1.0000000E-2
 POINT     5      8.0000000E-2       0.0000000
 POINT     6      8.0000000E-2       1.0000000E-2
 LINE      1   STR     1     2     0    40  1.050
 LINE      2   STR     2     3     0     1  1.0000
 LINE      3   STR     4     3     0    40  1.050
 LINE      4   STR     4     1     0     1  1.0000
 LINE      5   STR     2     5     0   300  1.0000
 LINE      6   STR     5     6     0     1  1.0000
 LINE      7   STR     3     6     0   300  1.0000
 REGION     1     1    -1    -2    -3    -4
 REGION     2     1    -5    -6    -7    -2
 SCHEME    0 M
 BODY       1  2
 NODEBC     1     1 5
 NODEBC     2     6
 NODEBC     3     7 3
 NODEBC     4     4
 ELEMBC     1     1 5
 ELEMBC     2     6
 ELEMBC     3     7 3
 ELEMBC     4     4
 EXIT

ALEGRA-SPARTAN input file:
title
 z190-1: 8.0E-2 Al, SP1(0.03-6.0)20; Z190-smoothed

physics: radiation hydrodynamics

cartesian

exodus version one

MAXIMUM INITIAL TIME STEP 1.e-12

termination time 60.0E-9

emit output: time      = 1.0E-9, from 0.0 to 1.0
emit plot: time        = 1.0E-10, from 0.0 to 1.0

$pisces hourglass control
$   viscosity 0.05
$end

$pronto artificial viscosity by default

plot variable
 artificial viscosity
 position
 velocity
 energy
 pressure : avg
 temperature : avg
 density : avg
 radiation temperature
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end

time step scale:
  hydro 1.0
$  strain softening 0.9
end

no displacement: nodeset 1 y
no displacement: nodeset 3 y

block 1
  lagrangian mesh
  material 1
end

material 1       AL
  model  = 1
  model  = 2
  density 2.700   $g/cm3
  temperature 300.0 $kelvin
end

model 1 sesame
  neos = 3715
end

radiation parameters

$energy group specification
  group bounds
    linear 0.00001 to 0.001 by 2
    log 0.001 to 6. by 18
  end

$SP method order
  SP 1
  spartan robust 1 $ 1 turns on the robust solver
$  diffusion solver scheme 7
  spartan output mode 1
  spartan timestep norm 2
  spartan timestep change 1.
$  spartan timestep damping 10.

$Boundary condition specifications (must be one for each
$boundary in the problem!)
  reflective boundary, sideset 1
  vacuum boundary, sideset 2
  reflective boundary, sideset 3
  source boundary, sideset 4, function 1, scale 1.0E-3

$SPARTAN control parameters

  TEMPERATURE FLOOR 1.0E-5
  TEMPERATURE FLOOR DT 0.01
  spartan output mode 1

end
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$source temperatures must be in keV
function 1  $ Shot Z190 (tickled slightly)
            0.0             1.0
            0.86E-9            24.21
            1.06E-9           24.119
            1.26E-9           23.668
            1.46E-9           23.858
            1.66E-9           23.778
            1.85E-9            23.34
            2.05E-9           23.532
            2.25E-9           23.884
            2.45E-9           23.942
            2.65E-9           24.158
            2.84E-9          24.241
            3.04E-9           23.868
            3.24E-9           23.894
            3.44E-9            23.64
            3.65E-9           23.661
            3.85E-9           24.335
            4.05E-9           24.383
            4.25E-9           24.326
            4.45E-9           24.326
            4.66E-9           24.919
            4.86E-9           25.354
            5.06E-9           25.861
            5.26E-9           26.586
            5.46E-9           27.108
            5.66E-9           27.499
            5.86E-9           28.073
            6.06E-9           28.656
            6.26E-9           29.394
            6.45E-9           30.215
            6.65E-9           30.869
            6.85E-9           31.701
            7.05E-9           32.649
            7.25E-9           33.319
            7.44E-9           34.116
            7.64E-9           35.163
            7.84E-9           36.357
            8.04E-9           37.618
            8.25E-9           38.808
            8.45E-9           40.163
            8.65E-9           41.622
            8.85E-9           43.176
            9.05E-9            44.86
            9.26E-9           46.577
            9.46E-9           48.234
            9.66E-9            49.94
            9.86E-9           51.498
           10.05E-9           52.977
           10.25E-9           54.492
           10.45E-9           56.009
           10.65E-9           57.517
           10.85E-9            58.93
           11.04E-9           60.301
           11.24E-9           61.627
           11.44E-9           62.924
           11.64E-9            64.22
           11.84E-9           65.458
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           12.04E-9           66.678
           12.24E-9           67.871
           12.44E-9           68.999
           12.64E-9           70.039
           12.85E-9           71.026
           13.05E-9           71.947
           13.25E-9           72.789
           13.45E-9           73.549
           13.65E-9           74.202
           13.86E-9           74.775
           14.06E-9           75.261
           14.26E-9           75.645
           14.46E-9           75.943
           14.65E-9           76.167
           14.85E-9           76.319
           15.05E-9           76.393
           15.25E-9           76.385
           15.45E-9           76.286
           15.64E-9           76.143
           15.84E-9           75.944
           16.04E-9           75.703
           16.24E-9           75.423
           16.45E-9           75.103
           16.65E-9           74.756
           16.85E-9           74.398
           17.05E-9           73.998
           17.25E-9             73.6
           17.46E-9           73.202
           17.66E-9           72.786
           17.86E-9           72.361
           18.06E-9           71.924
           18.26E-9           71.487
           18.46E-9           71.045
           18.66E-9           70.597
           18.86E-9           70.165
           19.06E-9           69.757
           19.25E-9           69.347
           19.45E-9           68.944
           19.65E-9           68.556
           19.85E-9           68.171
           20.05E-9           67.795
           20.24E-9           67.428
           20.44E-9           67.097
           20.64E-9           66.769
           20.84E-9           66.442
           21.05E-9           66.126
           21.25E-9           65.817
           21.45E-9           65.492
           21.65E-9           65.194
           21.85E-9           64.922
           22.06E-9            64.63
           22.26E-9           64.329
           22.46E-9           64.014
           22.66E-9           63.696
           22.85E-9            63.34
           23.05E-9           62.995
           23.25E-9           62.666
           23.45E-9           62.333
           23.65E-9           61.982
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           23.84E-9           61.603
           24.04E-9            61.24
           24.24E-9          60.879
           24.44E-9           60.505
           24.64E-9           60.096
           24.84E-9           59.753
           25.04E-9           59.372
           25.24E-9           58.955
           25.44E-9           58.563
           25.65E-9           58.147
           25.85E-9           57.773
           26.05E-9           57.409
           26.25E-9           57.056
           26.45E-9           56.701
           26.66E-9           56.371
           26.86E-9           55.978
           27.06E-9           55.586
           27.26E-9            55.27
           27.45E-9           54.933
           27.65E-9           54.561
           27.85E-9           54.168
           28.05E-9            53.76
           28.25E-9            53.36
           28.44E-9           52.996
           28.64E-9            52.66
           28.84E-9           52.346
           29.04E-9           52.002
           29.25E-9           51.639
           29.45E-9           51.323
           29.65E-9           51.058
           29.85E-9           50.776
           30.05E-9           50.502
           30.26E-9           50.211
           30.46E-9           49.918
           30.66E-9           49.622
           30.86E-9           49.307
           31.06E-9           48.998
           31.26E-9           48.744
           31.46E-9           48.441
           31.66E-9           48.187
           31.86E-9           47.953
           32.05E-9           47.654
           32.25E-9            47.42
           32.45E-9           47.141
           32.65E-9           46.859
           32.85E-9           46.616
           33.04E-9            46.48
           33.24E-9           46.197
           33.44E-9           45.887
           33.64E-9           45.602
           33.85E-9           45.392
           34.05E-9           45.186
           34.25E-9           44.892
           34.45E-9           44.674
           34.65E-9           44.499
           34.86E-9           44.224
           35.06E-9           43.839
           35.26E-9           43.588
           35.46E-9           43.408
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           35.65E-9            43.12
           35.85E-9           42.781
           36.05E-9           42.461
           36.25E-9           42.174
           36.45E-9            41.85
           36.64E-9           41.555
           36.84E-9           41.304
           37.04E-9            41.14
           37.24E-9           40.895
           37.44E-9           40.646
           37.64E-9           40.404
           37.84E-9           40.186
           38.04E-9           39.959
           38.24E-9           39.708
           38.45E-9           39.423
           38.65E-9           38.988
           38.85E-9           38.761
           39.05E-9            38.49
           39.25E-9           38.295
           39.46E-9           37.993
           39.66E-9           37.758
           39.86E-9           37.522
           40.06E-9            37.35
           40.25E-9           37.187
           40.45E-9           37.018
           40.65E-9           37.094
           40.85E-9           37.002
           41.05E-9           36.782
           41.24E-9           36.529
           41.44E-9           36.392
           41.64E-9           36.164
           41.84E-9           35.983
           42.05E-9           35.734
           42.25E-9           35.576
           42.45E-9           35.572
           42.65E-9           35.268
           42.85E-9           35.012
           43.06E-9           34.984
           43.26E-9           34.853
           43.46E-9           34.607
           43.66E-9           34.445
           43.86E-9           34.212
           44.06E-9           34.026
           44.26E-9            33.61
           44.46E-9           33.476
           44.66E-9           33.244
           44.85E-9           32.892
           45.05E-9           32.472
           45.25E-9           32.186
           45.45E-9           31.999
           45.65E-9           31.625
           45.84E-9           31.485
           46.04E-9           31.362
           46.24E-9           31.338
           46.44E-9           31.098
           46.65E-9           31.238
           46.85E-9           31.085
           47.05E-9           30.792
           47.25E-9           30.549
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           47.45E-9           30.503
           47.66E-9            30.58
           47.86E-9           30.341
           48.06E-9            30.23
           48.26E-9           30.269
           48.46E-9           30.198
           48.66E-9           29.827
           48.86E-9           29.704
           49.06E-9           29.937
           49.26E-9           29.794
           49.45E-9           29.634
           49.65E-9           29.388
           49.85E-9            29.28
           50.05E-9           28.937
           50.25E-9           28.696
           50.44E-9           28.528
           50.64E-9           28.579
           50.84E-9           28.563
           51.04E-9          28.149
           51.25E-9           28.047
           51.45E-9           28.096
           51.65E-9           28.535
           51.85E-9          28.723
           52.05E-9           28.822
           52.26E-9           28.858
           52.46E-9           28.588
           52.66E-9           28.324
           52.86E-9           28.159
           53.05E-9           28.471
           53.25E-9           28.401
           53.45E-9           28.165
           53.65E-9           27.746
           53.85E-9           27.533
           54.04E-9            27.38
           54.24E-9           27.142
           54.44E-9           27.192
           54.64E-9           27.143
           54.84E-9           27.093
           55.04E-9           27.077
           55.24E-9           26.862
           55.44E-9             26.9
           55.64E-9            26.71
           55.85E-9           26.696
           56.05E-9           26.271
           56.25E-9           25.887
           56.45E-9           25.485
           56.65E-9           25.409
           56.86E-9            25.42
           57.06E-9           24.771
           57.26E-9           24.648
           57.46E-9           24.343
           57.65E-9           24.429
           57.85E-9           24.178
           58.05E-9           24.227
           58.25E-9           24.519
           58.45E-9           24.696
           58.64E-9            24.53
           58.84E-9           24.637
           59.04E-9           25.058
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end

model 2 xsn  $aluminum
  number of elements 1
$     element 4, mass 9.01218, fraction 1.0    $beryllium
    element 13, mass 26.98154, fraction 1.0  $aluminum
$    element 26, mass 55.847, fraction 1.0     $iron
$     element 42, mass 95.94, fraction 1.0    $molybdenum
$     element 82, mass 207.2, fraction 1.0    $lead
$     element 92, mass 238.029, fraction 1.0    $uranium
$    element 79, mass 196.9665, fraction 1.0   $gold
$     element 74, mass 183.85, fraction 1.0    $tungsten
$     element 78, mass 195.09, fraction 1.0    $platinum
$    element 54, mass 131.3, fraction 1.0    $xenon
  end
end

exit
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